SCHOOL POSTS 2013

- SCHOOL CAPTAIN (BOYS) – Ali Yameen (10B1)
- SCHOOL CAPTAIN (GIRLS) – Fathmath Juni Latheef (10S1)
- DEPUTY SCHOOL CAPTAIN (BOYS) – Ahmed Ziyan (10S1)
- DEPUTY SCHOOL CAPTAIN (GIRLS) – Aminath Nausha Ahmed (10S1)
- ACTIVITY CAPTAIN – Aishath Amna Amir (10S1)
- JUNIOR SCHOOL CAPTAIN (BOYS) – Ibrahim Dhavus (7C)
- JUNIOR SCHOOL CAPTAIN (GIRLS) – Idha Latheef (7A)
- JUNIOR DEPUTY SCHOOL CAPTAIN (BOYS) – Mohamed Layan Shunaiz (7E)
- JUNIOR DEPUTY SCHOOL CAPTAIN (GIRLS) – Malaak Mohamed Najee (7B)
- JUNIOR ACTIVITY CAPTAIN – Shiruath Ali Shareef (7A)

HOUSE POSTS

- BURAKIRANI HOUSE CAPTAIN: - Ahmed Shamil (10B1)
- BURAKIRANI HOUSE JUNIOR CAPTAIN: - Mohamed Aloof Ahmed (7H)
- KOIMALA HOUSE CAPTAIN: - Jiva Amir (10S1)
- KOIMALA HOUSE JUNIOR CAPTAIN: - Mohamed Layan Loreef (7A)
- SITHTHIMAAVA HOUSE CAPTAIN: - Dhumya Ahmed (10B1)
- SITHTHIMAAVA HOUSE JUNIOR CAPTAIN: - Fathmath Ruwaidha Rameez(7E)
- THUKKALA HOUSE CAPTAIN: - Mariyam Rana (10B1)
- THUKKALA HOUSE JUNIOR CAPTAIN: - Azha Abdul Azeez (7B)
ASSOCIATION POSTS

- PRESIDENT OF ENGLISH LITERARY ASSOCIATION- Fathmath Shamma Shafeeq (10S1)
- VICE PRESIDENT OF ENGLISH LITERARY ASSOCIATION- Mohamed Laish Suzair (7C)
- PRESIDENT OF DHIVEHI LITERARY ASSOCIATION – Fathimath Shara Shareef (10S1)
- VICE PRESIDENT OF DHIVEHI LITERARY ASSOCIATION-Mariyam Yumnu Yooshau (7E)
- PRESIDENT OF ENVIRONMENT ASSOCATION – Shuhurath Abdulla (10S1)
- VICE PRESIDENT OF ENVIRONMENT ASSOCATION – Aishath Yumnu Moosa (7D)